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President Johns. Allen announced Jast Wednesday that he ::.the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NC#),
•
The addition of basketball the
~ give ·the
ball at USF for the 1970-TI season.
,
··
. .
.
.
.·
.
· ·· ·
·
versity eight teams competing m the mtercollegrate ranks,
Tim recommendation will be submitted to the Regents at Members of the -Brahman swimming team competed for the
their next meeting slated for July 1, at Jacksonville.
.t. NCAA College' Division Championships/ Tile golf and women's
i .-tfPRESIDENT'· A:LLEN HAD postponed his decision on the 1 tennis teams are competing in. national to~nanients this w~k.
has. intercollegiate basketball, .soccer, cross country
~rt
final' action by the Florida Legislature of activity -. USF
.
and service fees .from which the program would be funded. He · and men's tennis.
said figures 'became,available Jast week ·which showed basketDr. Richard Bowers, director of physf(!al education a~d
ball could be financed. ·The faculty-student Athletic Council bad
athletics,
has
been
the ·responsibility
·of-searchjng
·,recommended
sport in March.
. .
.
'
,.
.. ... ~....,_,,, delegated
.
.,
..
.. ~,{:-' for
~ . .t
'
.
:i,
.
. ,(
.
lfre .basketball coaching staff.
. ',
·
</ 'USF has had a·growing program in physical education
t
•
'
.
.·
'
.
~
and physical fitness, in intramural sports, and in intercollegiate·
"I Ai.'\1 EXTREMLY PLEASED that ~we're expanding our ·
!:competition primarily , of interest to · the participants," Allen
program t:o' include spectator sports," Dr. Bowers said. "I
'said. "Up to thi.s time our funds have be~n needed to build the
thuik it's good for. the university and good, for -the .cqmmunity.
facilties for<this total 'program."
think: it will help
.other sports in terms of overall 'exposure
''The program is ·.su~ported from th .A,ctivify"and Service _Jegionally and n~tionally."
f~' without use of appropri~ted tax funds," he added. "As our
Student ·Government (SG) President ' .Steve Anderson, a
enrollment grows, our income from these fees· grows and we
member
of the Athletic Council said, "I am extremely pleased.
can riow•finance the addition of basketball to the ·list of intercol·
This
is·
something
that the student body..needs, and I feel sure .
l~giate·sports."
-;
that it will pro-ve to pe. a great ass~t to·the U!llVersity.
.
. !+s . ·,

to

will ask the Board-of Regents to approve intercollegiate basket- ' ,~,

prograrii
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~
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~- ·:USF JUST COMPLETED IT }1:RST YEAR a,s a member. of

"I believe· that we should give considerable credit to Frank,
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names. We've had several calls -about the.~ position from outstanding .coache;, ·and we have asked tb~m to submit< apppca;
~
-WAS-NAMED USF'S
.SENIOR tions and we.will set up .interviews with tliem as soon possiat Commencement excercises last Sunday,, partf~y for his ef-· ble with our screening committee." He:'added' that-;preferablY.
forts to obtain intercollegiate basketball for USF. He was a1so· a _ he hopes to Im:e a head coac~ ~th co~e_ge c~a~hing ,e~en~. ·
member of the Athletic Council which made the.-initial proposal
The USF position will be an e?(cellent opportunify J'or,tthe,
to Allen.
_ ·-:/·
coach selected,' Dr. Bowers added, "because Ji~ would -hav~1tfie ,
Winkles and Anderson co-chair;ed .the Athleti~. E?"l)ansion-' opportunity to' build the prOITT'lilll _
ln a slo~, 'meth9dic~V,t~lii~~ '
Feasibility Committee while they were SG Senators. 'The·eom- · toward major competition and recruit his-own players.'! ,· ·
••
mittee found through questio~ai.I;es to students; faculty and :
__ ~ .
.
·
, , ;
. ·
administr?,tion that all ·these·groups supported -the';idea-of an in~e coaclies ~~--~av~ facaj~ rank, _m~g tf),ey ~ ·~ave _
tercoµegiate basketball program. • .,
teach~ respo~s1bilities ~n. P,hys1cal· edu~,tion ~~ ;,do
oth~
·Th
will. "tiall be , • ~ h. ,.· d .,;.,;
{!Sf mtercollegiate athl~tt,c cpaches.
'·'?···: ··,.. ff •. j,,.,, x
1
e ·program_
m1
y
9n.a 11,e s man an Jwuor C9.·,
,
.. .
.
·• . .. ·. ... / • ~-,
lege level and gradually work up to:a ·:inajor college.;leve!~ First
-Dr. Bowers l.S not at li~erty,to rev~al cand~dat~ :for~~ JO~ _
season games will likely be played in -USF's 1500:seat gymnasi-· but am~ng _those who ~bly,are being C<,?nsidereili-are, ~a~
,
·_',,,
-,
Kirk, head basketball coach at -t he Uni~ersity oE ·Tampa; ~ ~
um.
·. _, ,.
Wilke~ of :stets6!}; Jim · Harley, Florida Presbyteri~; ~Dick
Davis, :Florida' assistant; and Bill Clendinen, 'F,lori~.Staf<f assis-;
IMMEDIATELY
FOLLOWING
AIA.,EN•g'
announcement,'
"'
;·
.
t ,. .
r,:, · 1:
•
.tant and formerly head coach· at ·Jacksonville' -:Univ~ty. 'lf,.
speculation started concerning' the· ,naming of · a head, coach. screening committee headed by Dr. Ed Starttor bas beett' set up
. ' ':
.
. .
Dr. Bowers said, ''W'f haye ~~~_!!~'talked_wit4 some goog to interview applicants.
"
'

OUTSTANl)JNG

2,400 Get Degrees
By JOHN GUGGEi~HEIM ,
Staff Writer

Rep. William Cramer implored the 1969 graduating
class not to join the ranks of
dissenters but, rather, to dissent with their intellect, not
arms.
Cramer, who was the principal speaker at the com,
mencement exercises, spoke
to approximately 2,400 students who were awarded degrees at the St. Petersburg
Bayfront Center.
He said this generation will
chart the course for the future
of America. In the evolution
of America it will be the most
important one.

CRAMER
CONTINUED,
"There are those in our society today, on campuses and
off, who claim that our institutions are bad and who argue
change can only be accomplished through violence and
armed revolution. They . . .
tell us the only way to build a
new America is to tear down
the present one."
According to the speaker,
the U.S. Constitution is des i g n e d to accommodate
change rathe r than provide
the sta tus quo and the govern- .
ment will be r esponsible to
the majority of people.
The dissenters who want to

destroy U.S. institutions, Cramer said, must realize that
"force breeds counterforce,
violence spawns anarchy and
anarchy presages , dictatorship."

CRAMER

Sl;l\lMARIZED

Excellence Awards
Assistant Professor of English John J. Iorio was the recipient of Gold Key and Athanaeu.m's teaching excellence
award and three seniors were
chosen for special awards
during the commencement.
Dewey Fra.nk Winkles, son
of Mr. and Mrs. _Dewey M.
Winkles of Lotz, received the
outstanding senior award.
Winkles, who was a speech
and political science major,
was active in student government and honorary societies.
The King , O'Neal award,
named for the first two USF
graduates, went to honors students Mrs. Judith Hom and
l\frs. Creola Ragan.

the essence of life in America
as "a meaningful, productive
life founded basically in a
happy loving home through
the exercise of an individual's
free choice - free choice as

to who governs him, wh~t job
seeks, where he lives and
travels - while also accepting his responsibilities."
~

President John S. Allen also
stressed the need for orderly
change and praised the graduates for keeping activities on
the level of ideas "rather than
sinking to the. level of animals
who know nothing but physical activity and violence."
Dr. Allen said, "as an institution the university has no
recurring
commencement.
Graduation is on an individual
basis." He added, "Graduates, I am confident, that you
are reasonably qualified.
"YOU HAVE ADDED dignity and stature to yourselves
and to, your university and for
this achievement, we offer
our highest commendation."

In Dr. Allen's intr-0ductory
remarks, he expressed. surprise that the 1969 Legislature
failed to provide for additional campus construction.
He stated that USF was
graduating more students on
Sunday than were in the entire student body in 1963. Dr.
Allen added that a n enrollment of 15,000 is anticipated
in Sept~mber and that by 1980
(~ccording to Board of Regents statistics) the university
will have 33,000 students.

~

speech r ejected by
the
school's administration, Bur•ger refused to participate in
commencement. Mills s aid
unless the boy had gotten a
haircut a nd "improved his appearance" he wouldn't have
been allowed admittance anyhow.
.This was the second run-in
that Burger had with the
school's administra tion this
year. Earlier this year he had
been temporarily suspended
for refusing to have his hair
cut.

Mills said, "We asked him
to rewrite the speech. He said
he couldn't. The speech was
not appropriate so there will
be no speech." He said Buro-er
then declined to a ttend o-raduation.
b
IN HIS SPEECH Burger
wrote : "Youth today is in the
acute .stages of upheaval .. .
students riot.s, armed militancy, a nti-war protests-a ctio·ns
of an admitted minority - but
actions of individuals at least
committed in some way and
not a pathetic to the state of

~

~

~
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The results include:
A 10.2 per cent response from students, 56.5 per cent from
faculty and 58.8 per cent from administrators.
COMMENT: The summer quarter needs as wide a range of
course offerings as the other three quarters. 87.2 per cent of
students, 75.7 per cent of faculty and 78.6 per cent of administration agree.
COMMENT: Academic credit units should be developed
based on the total learning experience of the student. 70.9 per
cent of students, 78.1 per cent of faculty and 85.4 per cent of
administration agree.
·
,
COMMENT: Provisions that specify the number of instructional days that must be offerea during the calendar year
greatly restrain the faculty and administration in being creative and innovative in implementing the quarter calendar: 50.9
per cent of students, 43.1 per cent of faculty and 58.4 per cent ·
· of administration agree.
COMMENT: The concept of required class attendance is
antithetical to productive out-of-class educational growth and
should be reassessed. 66.4 per cent of students, 47 per cent of
faculty and 35.9 per cent of administration agree.
COMMENT: New approaches to student evaluation should
be examined and developed to improve the examination process. 77.5 per cent of students, 76.1 per cent of faculty and 80.1
per ce_nt of administrators agree.
COMMENT: The learning process would be greatly improved by moving a majority of courses to four or five credit
hour patterns. 64 per cent of students, 64. 3 per cent of faculty
and 67.8 per cent of administration agree.
.
COMMENT: Breaks are too short between quarters. 67. 6
per cent of students, 57. 7 per cent of faculty and 70.3 per cent
of administration agree.

Anderson Going To D.C.

• •
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Intersections
Getting Signals?
By PHILIP "RUNNELS :

vice, Inc. of Tampa, was anDigioia said he is requesting
nounced as the low bidder on Electric Machinery to pre5. Tony Leto of Electric order the poles to facilitate a
(['lease see related edi- June
Machinery said it would be at quicker installation.
torial.)
least two more weeks before
Digioia also said he is "em--USF's two major uncon- the State Road Department phatically renewing efforts''
trolled intersections - Fletch- (SRD) approved final draw- to get a light at 30th Street
er and Nebraska avenues and ings and paJ)erwork on the in- . and Fletcher Avenue.
tersection. Then an additional
Fletcher and 30th Street He s9-id the equipment is
are coming closer to getting "five to six weeks" for the available in the Tampa Mainmanufacture and delivery of
traffic control signals.
tainance Barn. "Only slight
the
poles for the signal are reNick Digioia, county traffic
modifications need be made
engineer, in an effort to get quired.
at the intersection" and the
the job done sooner, received ·
light
can go up, Digioia said.
The specifications for the
special permission from the poles have been recently
The SRD feels the interseccounty commission to ·con- changed and storage
of them tion must be altered to include
tract the installation of a light is a problem.
Therefore, they left turn lanes, and Digioia
at Fletcher and Nebraska out
usually !rave, to be manufac• - agre~s' wlth- them, "but after
fo private -b idders.
·
tured as they are needed, he the flow of traffic is conELECTRIC Machinery Ser- said.
trolled," he emphasized.
Editor

London ~ymphony ·
To· Play In Bay Area

The London Symphony Or- Fugue on a Theme of Purcell,
chestra, conducted by Andre Op. 34, by Benjamin Britten,
Previn, will be making two Romeo and Juliet, by Hector
appearances in the Tampa Berioz, and the Symphony No.
Bay Area Aug. 7 in St- Pe- · 7 in A major, Op. 92, by Beetersburg and Aug. 8 in thoven.
Tampa.
l\fAIL ORDERS FOR tickDr. John S. Allen, USF
ets for both performances will
president,
announced
the
fi(See QUESTIONNAIRE, page 2)
nalized plans June 6. USF's be accepted beginning July 1.
Florida Center for the Arts, a The Box Office in both cities
unit of the Division of Fine will be open to the public July
Arts, initiated plans for the 14._ USF' students will be ofcooperative · programs being fered a discount on tickets.
Student Government (SG) on Chilru:en and Youth."
sponsored by the . Center a nd
The 95-piece London SfmPresident Steve Anderson has
The Steering Committee (in St. Petersburg) the Bayphony Orchestra (LSO) was
been appointed by Governor consists of 18 persons. It is
front Center and (in Tampa) founded in 1904, but its origClaude Kirk, Jr. to serve on headed by Dr. Robert C. Pek- ·
the Tribune Company.
inating principles of selfthe Florida Steering Commit- arek of the Florida Office of
THE ORCHESTRA'S government and independence
tee on the 1970 White House State Planning, and includes
Tampa
performance at Cur- have changed very little.
conference on Youth and Chil\ State Senators Louis de la
The LSO was the first true
dren.
Parte of Tampa, and Beth tis Hixon Convention Center
The Conference i s held J ehnson of Cocoa Beach. An- will- include: The Leonore orchestral democracy, govever1 ten years in Washing- , derson is the first student to Overt_u re, No. 3 in C major, erned and maintained 'by the
ton, .D.C., and is intended to be appointed thus far. Others Op. 72b, by Ludwig von Bee- players themselves who to
deal with the problems young are to be selected at a later thoven, the Symphony No. 104 this day act as members of
in D major "London" by Jo- the board, plan their own propeople and children in the date.
United States face today. The
The first meeting of the seph Haydn, An American in grams, hire conductors and
overall theme of the 1970 Committee is today at the P aris, by George . Gershwin soloists, and pay their own
White House Conference is Governors' conference room and the Rosenkavalier Suite, salaries. Unlike other orchestras which were and are sup"Maximizing Human Poten- in Tallahassee. Anderson will by Richard Strauss.
In St. Petersburg at the Bay ported by patronage or proud
tial."
be a discussion leader at this
In his letter to Anderson, meeting, and will discuss Front Center Auditorium they municipalities, the LSO "sold"
Governor Kir k stated in part, " areas of concern - problems will play: Variations and itself into bookings using the
"You have been recognized as a nd needs." ·
a leader in effort<; and proAfter receiving the appointgrams on behalf of Florida's ment, Anderson said, "of
children and youth . . . It course I'm honored to be chogives me pleasure to appoint sen. It is an area of great conyou to serve the youth of the cern to me and I will enjoy
State of Florida and the youth working with the steering
of the Nation on the Flor ida committee in its efforts to
Steering Committee for the provide solutions to the prob1970 White House Conferenc~ lems of our youth today."

Top Grad Gets Speech Nix_
ed, ·So
A conflict over a graduation
address resulted in t he absence of the va ledictorian of
Palmetto High School at the
school's commencement exercises.
Missing was Bill Burger,
president of the school's National Honor Society.
The r eason for his absence
was that Virgil Mills, the
school's principal, found Burger's speech to be " inappropriate." The speech dealt with
student violence.
AFTER H A V IN G his

af

,th:

The Board of Regents' committee on the Quarter System
today released the results of their questionnaire which was distributed to all state university students, administration and fac•
ulty members during Quarter III registration.
Results indicate that everyone; students, faculty, and administrators, are disappointed with the manner in which the
Quarter Sytem has been implemented.

USF Comm~ncement 'In ~~yfrcfnt Ce~ter

'!t"'

Winkles, last- years SG vice-president, since he work ~ ,so hard
\
..
.
on this Ii.:'
issue during . his entire collegei career: l'ni' s~ Frank
:;
...
•
....
•
has been the greatest force behind ~asketbalUiuriJt'~ -the past
two or three years," Anderson said.-

Quarter- Study
Results In

USF Photo

,·

v,;~•·.'

methods of successful businessmen.
The LSO records more than
any other orchestra and is
frequently awarded international prizes for its recordings.
It was the first British orchestra to visit the United
States. Mikisch was invited in
1912 to take the group of his
choice on tour and he selected
Britain's finest orchestra the London Symphony.
BUT FOR A FORTUNATE
change of plans, this early
tour would have ended in disaster. The orchestra was
booked to travel to the US on
the maiden voyage of the Titanic. The musical tragedy
was averted at the last minute by an overwhelmi~g demand for J>erths on tlie fated
ship which eclipsed the LSO's
requests.
That first tour sealed the
LSO's reputation as an outstanding orchestra. Tours,
since the war, have incJ.uded
South Africa in 1956, Brussels

(See SYMPHONY, page 2)

No Show

affairs. Students-or perhaps I
s hould be more specific a nd
say the movement, since all
s tudents are not concerned
-see strife , poverty, bigotry,
hypocrisy, and the hate infested in contemporary society,
and desire its removal. They
want a chance to remove
what has, as of yet , not been
removed.
" . . . Violence has become a search for selfr espect, a self assertion, a
proclamation
of
indepen- ·
dence. Victory becomes irre-

velant; what's important is
honor . Honor to stand as a
· human being, not as the mechanical image - a part from
the surrounding decadence.
"All of. this violence, I
a dmit is according to my own
principles wrong ; and it is
undoubtedly to you too. Yet at
the same time you m ay support the Vietnam wa r.
"Time will show us which
path is right for us-to effect
change immediately, violently
-or gradually peacefully. I
hope for the best. "

J

LSO To Appear In Bayfront

2-
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London
Symphony
Coming ··

Registration Fee
Increase OK'd
. Increased registration fees at all State Universities .were
approved June 6 by the Florida Legislature for the 1969-70
school year.
Undergraduate registration fees \Vere r_aised in six universities•from $125 to $150 per quarter. Florida A and M University
registration went' up from $115 to $150. Graduate student registration was set at $175.
Amounts earmarked for student financial aid and capital
improvements were included in registration fees for the first
time. These funds will be allocated by the Board of Regents to
the universities where there is greatj;!st need.
The Legislators also approved higher nµtion fees for nonFlorida students. Out of state tuition, paid in addition to the
registration fee, was raised from $200 to $300 per quarter for
undergraduate and graduate students.
. A Florida student enrolled in the M.D. program in the University of Florida College of Medicine will pay a fee of $900 per
year, up from $600 last year. Non-Florida medical students'
fees were.increased from $1200 to $2100 per year.
The new registration fees for full time students will be allocated as follows:

UNDERGRADUATE

R,EGISTRATION FEE:
Matriculation Fee
Building Fee
Student Financial Aid Fee
, Capital Improvements Fee
Activity and Service Fee

$95.00
15.50
4.50
2.50
32.50
$150.00

~TAL REGISTRATION FEE

Allen To Treat A.ctivists
'
'Fairly But Firmly'
Dr. John Allen, USF president, stressed that school authorities must respond to student-initiated movements for
feasible change while dealing
"firmly but fairly" with campus activists in a recent
speech to the St. Petersburg
Rotary Club.
Allen said, " A University
should always be a place
where intellectual discussion
and orderly evaluatioO" is possible. But it need not ibe a
playground for adolescent revolutionists, whose ideas of
higher education consist of
disruption and · riding roughshod over the majority."

HOWEVER, he added:. -~
1

"It is essential for .school
authorities to be responsive to
student-initiated movements
for feasible change, ~nd at the
same time be prepared to
deal firmly but fairly with the
activists who seek confrontation and dissent only to disrupt the university and to further their own careers as activists."

Black Study
Conference
Thursday

(Continued from Page 1)

The History Department
will s p o n s ci r· ~n all.University Co_nference on
Black Studies Thursday in
University Center 158 from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

World's Fair in 1958, and in
1960 the LSO was the first orchestra to tour Israel.
Andre Previn is the principal conductor of the orchestra
is season.

if

SPEAKERS INCLUDE:
Dr. Archie Hargraves
from the Urban Training
Center at the University of
Chicago, speaking on The
Scope and Issue of Bl_ack
Studies.

FOR NEARLY TWO AND
one-half years, Andre Previn
belonged to two orchestras:
the London Symphony ·a nd the
Houston Symphony. Recently,
Previn ended his affiliation
with Houston to increase his
committment to the LSO.
His road to fame has been
marked by many musical
milestones, including recognition as a classical and jazz
pianist, as a serious and popular composer, an arranger, a
four-time Oscar winner, and
in the past six years as a
guestconductor of the world's
chief orchestras.
"I've never seen a film of
myself conducting, and from
some of the ·accounts of it I've
read, I don't think I ever want
to," Previn . says often in
mock seriousness. "I get
some of the same criticism
Lenny. (Leonard Bernstein)
gets, but what can you do?
None of it is intentionally
staged, · I don't plan my
moves. They just happen."

ANDRE PREVIN
••• Conducts I.SO.

Questionnaire
making the improvements.
"It points out that they are
Student . Government Presi- aware of the problems, but
dent Steve Anderson, who ini- aren't willing to make the
tiated the drive to improv~ needed adjustments. That's a
the system over a year ago, sad commentary." · student
was encouraged by the re- Senator Roger Coe, after
sults.
seeing the results, said, "It's
"They are an excellent sup- a pity there aren't more peoport for what we've been say- ple like President O'Connell." .~
Coe was referring to Uni- "·
ing all along. The Quarter versity
of Florida President ~·
System, as we have it, is an
Stephen O'Connell who has 11
:~
unbearable burden on the
learning process, and should become determi_ned to revise
undergo a complete reassess- the system, and who has issued a directive that any
ment."
course offering less ttian four
Asked about the large hours credit will have to be
. ti"f" d t O h" personaIIy.
amount of student - JUS
im
ie
The Committee is now anafaculty-administratio n agreement, Anderson said, "There lyzing the results and preparis one observation I want to ing recommendations to the
make here. While the faculty Board of Regents. Those recand administration show com- ommendations, according to
plete agreement with the stu- President Anderson, w h o
dents that the system needs serves on the committee,
revision, they are the groups . should be forthcoming very who could, and should be soon.
. (Continued from Page I)

·

~¥

Paul T. Walker, director
of Black Studies at Shaw
University, speaking on
The Relationship of Black
Studies to the University.
Benjamin Berry, director
of the Inner-City Parrish of
Tampa, speaking on The
Relationship _of Black Studies and .the Community.

THE CONFERENCE will
be of a dialogue nature
with the floor being opened
for questions following reAll
marks by the speakers.
USF students, staff and

faculty are invited.
The History Department
may be contacted for any
further information at ext.
807.

House P·asses Bill · -·
Ori_·Drug Possesion
(See Reta.fed Editorial, Page 4)

A bill tha,t " provides for the
suspension of students arrest,
ed for possession of . narcotic
drugs" has passed the House
by a vote of 92 to 10 and is on
the way to the governor's
desk.

"A STUDENT should be innocent until proven guilty and
allowed to continue his education until it is proved in a
court of law that he does not
deserve it," he added.

The bill was submitted in
the Senate by Sen. Wilbur
Boyd, P-Palmetto and was
strongly -backed by Rep. Ed
Blackburn, D-Tampa who
stated:__ "It is _a privilege to go
to school in the state of Florida, not a . right. I don't thjnk
we should let dope addicts sit ·
in the classrooms and influence . our students to follow
their evil ways."

VOICING strong opposition
to the bill was Rep. Elvin
Martinez, D-Tampa. He held
the bill would do away with
the concept of "innocent until
proven guilty" for college-students.

Those favoring the bill indicated that a hearing would be
provided for the accused students by the administration.
But Martinez said an administrative hearing of university
officers woilld be like a "star\'.:hamber."
He also maintained that cit;
izens have the right not to disclose information prior ·to
trial and that a student would
be deprived of that r ight if he·
had a non-judicial hearing'at
the university.

TEMPLE TERRACE ·
FLORIST

The provisions ' that Martinez took issue \v:ith and tried
to amend out of the bill provided that students did not
have to be proven guilty of
possession in order to be suspended. They only had to be
arrested.
"This goes against _all the

Library-Referenc:e

1

In April about l,000 students
made reference inquiries !n
the library; 78 faculty memother people.
...
hers and 98__:__.:.._.:....__.....'..

Moy.le And Art ______ ______ ______ ______ ______
--

rights of the people of the
state to the due process of
la\v," Martinez said.

~

FLOWERS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS
Ph. 988-5010
TEMPLE TERRACE
FLORIST

I

______ __
8912 - 56th ST.

bhibit Open

But, . Allen continued, . a .
"great majority" of the students are there to get an eduof the stucation.
' Two-thirds .
dents or their spouses are
.- MOVlE
earning their · own expenses,
he said,. and one-half are 21 or
"Deadlier Than The Male,"
oldez;.
starring Elke Sommer, is the
'l
feature film sponsored by the
University Center (UC) Friday arrd Saturday in the Business Administration AuditoriiJ.m. The showings are at 7 :30
p.m. Admission is 35 cents per
person.

US Summer

'TREAT11 YOURSELF
·TO A HAIRCUT
FOR THE SUMMER

EXHIBIT

AT

THE

NITY HOUSE
FRATER
.
.

"YOUR HAIR STYLIST»

BARBER SH·o p~~;-~
UNIVERSITY PLAZA

Various wor\{s of art which
. are part of the_permanent art
collection of the University
Center, will be · on ·exhibit
through June 27, in UC 108.
These . · paintings and prints
are on view from 8 a .m. until
5 ·p.m., Monday through Fri- ·
day.

DANCE

SHOPPING CENTER ··- PHONE - 932-1621

: The "Omen" will be the featured ban for a free street
dance on June 27, beginning·· .
at 9 p.m., in front of the Uni- ·
:versity Center. In case ef
rain, the dance will be held in.
. .tli.~ CTR ~allroom.

APPOtNTMENTS-AVAILABLE

.Oracle Staff
.Selected For
.Quarter IV
The staff for The Oracle for
. Quarter IV is as follows: ·
Phillip Runnels, e d i t o r ; ·
Oscar Ros, managing editor ; .
'Ray Zagorski, editorial page
editor, Max Ramos, news editor; Mary McKey, copymak~up editor ; Doug Kaye,
fine arts editor; John .Jolinski,
sports . editor; John Thomson
and·. Frank Faine, staff writers; _and Wiley Brooks, pho·
togrc1.pher.

After'a few yeqrs,
it starts to look beautiful. ·
"ug-1y, ·1sn·t·t2"
1 •
"No class."
"The hump."
"looks like an afterthoug ht."
"Good for laughs."
"Stubby buggy."
"El Pig-0."
New York Magazine recently had o few
choice words to say about it too: "And
then th ere is the VW, which retains. its ..
_value better than anything else. A 1956
VW is worth more today than ony American
seddn built the same year, with the possibl e exception of a Cadillac."
Around 27 miles to the ga llon.
Pints of oil instead of quarts.
No radiator.
R~ar engine trac tion.
,low insurance.
$l7_99 _is the p·rice.
Beautiful, isn 't it?

. 1_1333 North Florid,;:a Ave·.

. Tc:impa

1

·we're in the center a:t USF .

-J~bs ·open
In CWSP
'

.

Place_m ent Services has announced there . will be several
40 hours per week on-campus
,e?l1ployment available for
Quarter IV under the College
Work - ' study Program
(CWSP). Job classification includes business office assistants, information assistants,
technicians, etc. Any student
}_'{ho can qualify under CWSP
is eligible for a position. .

All stu.d ents must be app r o v e q _for employment
through the Office of Financial Aids in Administration
1r2. and then report to Student
' . . · . . Fla.cement in Administration
AU1H09'1l[O
. 280:" for ·a ~ or~ assignment.
O[AlER .

@

Birdsong Motors, ·1nc..

Anyone wishing to voluntarily, work in ~Y capacity for
the paper is encouraged to see
Philip Runnels in University
Center 221.

• • • •

LOOK US UP!!!!
Headquarte r_s for everything you'll need at USF
Textbooks - Supplies - Sundries - - ~--·c os·metics~·
.

"You Na_me It"

"We've Got ·Jt.

•

. or Will Get It''

.,

S
SHOP
US
CAMP
E&:
STOR
BOOK
UNl·' rERSITY CENTER ·, . . ~ ANDROS & ARGos·· CENT£RS
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On View In

Theatre Gallery
Twenty-seven drawings by
Jim
Dine
for
an
antitraditional interpretation of
Shakespeare's A Midsummer
Night's Dream will be on view
at the Theatre Gallery Monday through July 21.
The exhibition presents the
artist's costume and set designs created in collaboration
with ·t heatrical director John
Hancock for the San Francisco Actor's · Workshop produc tion in 1966, repeated at the
Pittsburgh Playhouse, and ,
most . recently, at the Theatre
De Lys in New York.

City News Bureau PhOto

'PARC' Recogniz-e d For Efforts
The Pinellas Association for Retarded Children (PARC) wa.s
presented the 1969 Pinellas Association Florida Council Brotherhood Award by the Georgia-Florida Grand Council, United
· Commercial Travelers of America at a statewide Preschool
Seminar Jqne 6-7. The award is given for outstanding work in
the field of Mental Retardation. Miss Melpomene ·Smitzes
(second from left), assistant professor of education and ,participant in USF's special education program for area mental
retardation and seminar director, was present to accept the
award along with (from left to right) GordQn De!lham, St.
:Petersburg Junior College, Dr. Edward LaCrosse, Newark
State College and Bert ..Muller, executive director of PAR().

The exhibition was organized for circulation in the
United States and Canada by
The Museum of Modern Art ,
New York. It was presented at
the Museum in the summer of

1967.
Jim Dine comes to t he
long - standing collaboration
between the visual and p e r forming
arts
through
the
"happening" movement, of
which he w a s a pioneer. Environmental theatre ideas were
readily
adapted
to
t hese
designs, which emphasize the
often-ignored bawdy a nd a n tiromantic aspec ts of Shakespeares' play.

Top Cop .Blames Judges
The Associated Press said
Britain' s top policeman has
blamed American judges f or
·the riots be.tween police and ·
students on United States
campuses.
· Sir Eric St. Johnston, chief
inspect,or of constabulary, h a s
just' returned from a U .S. lee . ture· tour to, three universities

including the University of
Berkely at California.
"The real trouble is that the
police are not backed by the
judges. The courts are far too
ready to listen to defense lawyers and let people . out on
bail.
"The sad r~sult is a police
force with a very low . mor ale," he said.

Official Notices
Bulletln Board notices shOuld be sent
direct to "Director, Campus Publications, UC 226" (ext. 618) no later than
noon Wednesday for publication the follo1Ying Wednesday.
Send news Items direct to : " Editor,
The Oracle, UC 222," (ext. · 619) .
import ant academic

Important Academic Dates
Thursday, June 19-Last day to wifhdrow and.or d rop a nd receive pat tiar

refund of fu nds of registration fees.
July 4 - Independence Holiday.
July 7 - Las! day lo apply for a degree to be earned at end of Quarter IV.
July 7 - Last day to remove an "X"
grade for Quarter 111.
Reserve requests tor Quarter IV are
beiryg accepfed in the Reserve Reading
Room. Request forms are a vailable In
the Reserve Office or may be obtained
by 'phone request, Ext. 836. Faculfy
who will no! be on campus tor the
Summer Session are asked to please
submit requests tor Quarte r I, 1969•70,
before leaving for the summer. Later
in the quarter, faculty who have holdings in the reserve collection w ill be
sent a memo asking whether maferials
should remain on reserve or be removed.

Campus Date Book
Times arid places of organiza tions
meeting regula r ly a re POS!ed on the
University
Center
Lobby
bullefin
boards.
TODAY
Supervisory Training, B a,m., UC 205.
S.G. Book Buy Back, 8 a,m., UC 251.
THURSDAY
Supervisory Training, 8 a.m., UC 205.
S.G. Book Buy Back, 8 a:m., UC 251.
BIS Luncheon, 11 :50 a.m., UC 255-6.
FRIDAY

Supervisory Training, 8 a.m,, UC 205.

s.

G. Book Buy Back,· 8 a.m., UC 251 .

----•----------•1
i 3. WANTED
!

pense a llowance for man net,ded for insurance agency. Send
resume to: P .O . Box ·11702,
Tamp a, Florida 33610.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
·

•---------------P OETRY WA!'-l"TE D for cooperative poetr y anthology. P lease
j
l d
t
d
]
S d
nc u e s_ a mpe e _nv_e ope. en
,5; G. Book Buy Bide, 8 a.m,, UC 251.
.
t o I d lewild P ress, 043 Frede r - 1
,
SUNDAY
i ck, S an · Francisco, California,,l·p
. t
t ·
Nothing ·scheduled.
94117
a pers, manu scnp s · o
any
MONDAY
len gth typed in English, · Ger•
Educational Media E~hibit, 8 a.m,,
man , and French. IBM execuThe follolYing organizations will be inUC 248:
.
tive carbon ribbon. C a ll J enniCollege of Education Workshlop, 8: 30 · terviewing· on campus . Check with
Placement, ADM 777, ext 2895 for inter•
a.m,, UC 200, 204.
fer at 935-7948.
,
View
locations,
to
schedule
appoinl•
TUESDAY
College of Education workshop, 8 :30 ments, or for further information. Infor- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : ~'f-:\:tft:f¥~:N~:t1W!1t:if:\\\~i-'?.fa1htff~~~Ji:W~
mation wilhin brackets indicates related
a.m .. UC 200, 204.
1
ma jor fields of study,
Educational Media Exhibit, 8:30 a .m,,
Summer
emplo y ment.
Ma!e
CLASSIFIED
UC 248.
c o uns e lo r s : Sports, trampoline,
J UNE 23
Deans' Luncheon, noon, UC 255-6.
Harper & Row, Publ isher s: College or tennis . Call : 949-4607
ADVERTISING
RATES
U c Building a nd Planning Commitrepresenlat ive (All Malors).
tee, 1 p.m., UC 158.
June
24
WEDNESDAY, June 25
Parttime - a ttractive girls for ·5 ljnes
.
Hendry county Schools: Teachers
college of Education workshlop, 8 :30
waitre s s jobs Fri-Sat . n ights, at
(27 characters/line)
Sl.00
(Elem & Sec Educ).
a .m, , UC 200.
J UNE 25
Safari. Contact Mrs. V ila at S a Additio11a l Line
,15
Jam Session, 2 p.m,, UC Easf Pa tio.
The Travelers Ins Co: Mortgage loanl. fari 932- 2866 or h ome 876-5739 ·
Repeated: 24 Issues . . . .
.90•
trainee City Div, Morlgate Ln. Dept.,
:\lo r e than 4 issues
.'l'ii.t he Tra velers Ins. Co. (All Ma jors).
ATTE NTION ALL SEN1ORS
JU NE 26
"'Pe r five lines (27 characters )
TODAY, June 18.
E, I. Dupont fl)e Nemours, Chaflanoo- F R OM TAMP A BAY A R EA Career Plann ing Conference for stuga, Tenn.: lnterj)St in Area Engr Con- Career $600 p er month, p l us e x- 1ti,f1'%'"''''f:H'lili"''fs'.t~iiiM~"";l1:i!W~\"\'{-PJJ,l'il'tt:i!Wffl
dents interesfed in Cooperafive Educa- struction
of chem ical plants (Engr.
tion assignments during Quarter I, 2
SMF, ME, E E, CHE).
p,m. ENG 206.
J UNE 30
Posf•train ing Period · conference for
Sunbeam Corporation : Sa les (All Ma•
Co-ops ma joring in Engineering, 2 p,m,
r
jorsl.
ENG 4,
Polk county Schools: Teachers (Elem
Post !raining Period Conference for
Co-ops majoring in . Business ,Adminis- & Sec, educ).
tration, 2 p,m., BUS 106
251.

KAT, 9 a.m.; UC 255-6.
Executive council Meeting
Forensics, 10 a .m., UC 158.
SATURDAY

Florida
·

15. SERVICES OFFERED

I

. Plac:ement Services

14. HELP WANTED
Male, Female

I

Co-Op Education

o/1~

FRIDAY, June 20

Post-training· Period Confer ence. for
Co-ops in College of Basic Studies, 2
p.m,, ENG 4.
MO NDAY, June 23

Post-training Period Conference for
Co-ops majoring in Liberal Arts, 2
p.m., ENG 4.
CO-OP PLACEMENT
More than 150 employers. are cµrrently seeking USF students tor Coopera-

Graphics Ar~~-

fo~

Added To
Ed Resources

FROM THE LOVE B.UG'S
STORE.

Educational Res ources n o w
. has a proj ect a rea .
L ocated on tlle first floor of
the Edu cation B uilding (EDU
115) in the Instructio nal Materials Cent er, the area is .designe d as a work area for· in-

200 Co-Op Students
Qeport For Training

TEMPLE-TERRACE LOUNGE
and .Cut Rate Liquors

tive Educa tion Training assignments for
Quarter I (Training Pe riod starti ng
Monday, Sept. 22). For further information visit or phone the co-op Office,
E NG 37, phone 988-4131. Ext. m .
If you are ihlerested in placement for
Quarter I it is \'ery important that y.ou
.contact ttie Co-op office as soon as POSsible.

d ividual student graphic projects and displays. Facilit ie s
Lingaard, electr ical engineering; Antho- men!, RockPOrt, Tex, - Terry Cody,
n o w inclu de a tracing tab le, a ·
Approximately
200
USF ny
Narkawicz, engine_ering_; Michael marine biology; Ed Hegen, marine biol8448 56t.h Street
draftin g table, fou r work taNores, electriGal e ngineer ing; Garv ogy.
.
C ooper ative E ducatio n
s tuShaw; engineering; Gary Slone, busiUn iversity of South Florida, · Tampa
b les a n d paper cutters.
·
dents have reported for off- ness education; Steven Trusty, mechani- - Computer Research Center, Gerha rd
cal enginee ring. Florida Power & Light Stoopman, mathematics; Library, BarDavid L icht erifels, Materials
campus training a s s ignment s
Company, Miami _ Mar k Brahmer, en- bara Logan, elementary educalion;
gineering; Kevin Hoff, elecfrical engl- Southeaster n Materials Center, Charles
Manager, said, " F u t ure p la ns
for Quarter IV, running from
neering; Cha rles Moore, electrical engi- Stanley, special education.
last M o n d a y to S e pt. 19 ; and a
5326 BUSCH BLVD.
neering. Florida State Road DepartVic's Shoe Repair, Ff. ,V.yers - John • include a d ,a rkr.oom, machines
ment, Gainesvi lle - Dav id Bower, civil Logsdon, business.
.
for the making of sl_ides. and
like number have returned to
NEXT TO PANTRY PRIDE
engineering; William Stewa rt Jr., ciVil
WFLA, Tampa ~ Rodne.y Gratz,
speech-broadcasting.
. .
t
r anspar e n cies , a s w ell as
campus for
fur t h e r · s tudy
M
I
C
d
engineering.· For
o or
ompany,
J im Walter Research Corporation, St.
Dearborn, Mich . .:. John Watts, electri- Petersburg _ William Hahn, chemist ry.
sign printing machine. •
after .a tra ining assignment in
West Coast Accoustical Ceilings,
cal engineering. General Cable CorPOration, Tamp·a - Terry Rogers, elec- Ta mpa, Fla. - Charles Gaud!, .finance.
Quarter ill.
tr<cal engineering.
Westinghouse, Tampa :... Richard
The students, 175 men and
GENERAL .TELEPHONE COMPANY, Hart, aerospace engineering.
20 women , are placed w ith 96 Tampa - James Stevenson, electrical
U.S. FEDERAL AGENCIES
engineering; Timothy Sexton, aerospace
Central Inte lligence Agency, Washingemploy ers in 16 s t ate s and
engineering. Gulf Life Insurance Com- tdn, D.C. - Michael Fite, mathematpany, Jacksonville - James Berna rd, ics; Dennis Fullenkamp, geography;
Wash ington,
D.C.,
r a n g ing economics. Hillsborough county Clerk Richard Schwa rtz, mathematics.
the Circuit Court, Tampa - Le Roy
Defense contract Administrat ion Ser,. coming to the Tampa IC!IY Area. America's lebure
from R 0 Ck port, T exas , t 0 N ew · of
Merkle, J r.. political science; Robert vices. Phi ladelphia, Pa. Stephen
York
City
and
D
ear
born,
Schoenleber,
politica
l
science.
HillsborSmifh,
accounting. Defense Personnel
, time boom is now in its th1rd decade - and there is
ough
County
Health
Department, Support Center, Philadelphia. Pa. -'~ end in sight. To have cin opportunity to share in
M ich igan , t o Miami. Th e S e
Tampa -= Richard Bowman Jr., chem- Donald Eisenbro1Yn, personnel managis try ; Richard Cantrell, zoology; Som- ment ; J ohnnie Johnson, 11 1, personnel
s tudents represent more t han
this booming leisure time :market •••••
bat Tasanaprasert, mechanical engi- management.
50 fields of s tudy a t the Uni- neering. · Hillsborough County Hospira!
•General
Services
Adminisfration,
We make everything easy to buy .. • with " R EADY -CREDIT" p lans.
·
Contact: Marketing Services, ·1n-c. :
and Welfa re Board, Tampa - Randy Washington, D.C. - Wayne Barker,
'
1111 N. West Shore Blvd.~ Suite.414, Tampa, Fla. , versity and come from each 6f Robinson. social science. HIiisborough personnel managemenf; Thomas HasO t AMONO MERCHANTS 0,. AMER IC A
•
·ty•
ll
S County J uvenile Court, Tampa - Barba• ty, political science.
33604 - Ph. (813) 872-8597
NASA, Goodard Space Flight Center,
Of th
· e U m vers1 s C\l eges a , ra E lrod, sociology, Hollywood, City of
follow s: College of Edu cation;
Fla. - Ala n Laudadio, aerospace engi- Greenbi!II, Mc. - Carl Barth, industrial
·· ~~ffl;-%W,S~Miik@Ms:kiR"»~~i«W
neering. Honey1Yell, SI. Pelersburg enginer ing, ma themat ics; Robert Don15; College of L ibera l Arts, James Belote, accounfing; Bruce Gen- aghy, engineering.
•
J . E W ~ LE RS
·
·
ti le, accounting; Donald Link finance- , NASA, Kennedy Space Center - Mi64 ; C Ollege Of E ngm
eerm g ,
management; Keifh Shively, account- cnaet Lee Fuller, business; Joseph Glo69 · anA C olleg e. o; B usin"'"'S ing. ,Honeyweil, <'Ta mpa - James Cam~. c;blc~, ele_ct rical .. engineering; James
IH TAIi.PA SIIOP. i\T-1i0!1D01l'S
" Eight Experienced
' ·:•f-;J·'.,.-., · ·
-'-.
;;s.· ..u..::. •
•
.•k ·
._.,
.:·pas, us1iiess:-·1naus1rial ' Faliricalors of Ke nn e"d·y, ' meclianical . engineering;
• 3924 BRITTON P.LAZA SHOPPING CTR,
-.~ osm1tologists To Serve You"·
·
• • · t· •
;.,..
~Administratio n, - 47: · Several
Florida, Tampa -' Char les MilJer;- elJ!l,i; ~ ~~~ . Kimbler, finance, <;harles Los.
-~ ,,.,, ~~- . ·: , ,, ~ 't ••
- ••
~
t d t
b
neering.
.
' - t roscio, electrical e ngineering; Wayne
• HDRTHGATE SHOPPl!iG CENTER
. ,v· , , --: l'
' . . : '• , '•
niO e w err • eJqle C e
O
e
· INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MA• Prince, engineering; James SchlYarlz,
• TERRACE PLAZA, TEMPL E TERRACE
J>laCed by th end of the week . CH INES, 1'111C., Huntsville, Ala. business; Lawrence T.anner, ll)echanical
' OTHE:R STORE~ iN: ST. PETERSBURG. CLURUTtR, .
, .
111111
,
~JJt~C:
:•- :·, , .. . _ .. · , .
Randall Holm, electrical engineering; , engineering; Gary Tucker, · m~n~ge•
BRADENTON, PLANT CITY ANO LAKELAND
:" '.,;·
•
_ , ,..
.•
· The s fudenls,· flieir field of
Dave Tolle, mathematics-phv·s1cs.; s. H••••menf; , George Veaze.y, _11 1, accounting.
.·
•
• ,
K:ress & company, Tampa,.._- Steve : NAS~
Langley ·. Research· · .~nter,
-Te mple Terrace Shoppin9 Cente r
~;:-:·..., •.' , ·'....
, •. •• '_':, .. . - ·. ·. , ":Study,
the ir., cooper a ting . Shay, bus ines s management.~ Lockheed- - Hampto!', Va. .- (?onald Ehl~n~eck,
~
Phone 988-2798
--~
.•
,
,
_:;eorgia Company, Marie tta, G,a . - . ·.,:n,e chamcal e ng111,een11g, NASA,., ~ar'•
'.
~: , •.'-;-:.:.-~.' ,
..
emplo yer s .J or -the· Quarter IV John Medaglia, aerospace engineering. ~ shall ,Spac,e F light Clenter, Hunhl_v(lle,
~-;:- '
.. ,,
t eam i n clud,e :
.
Longworth
House Office· Building, A!a. -- R1,chard Borden, malhemat1cs;
00
- ·
Washington, D.C. - Larry Leiss, pollli- . . K, m_ Lewis, personnel m~nagement;
AETNA LI F.E t'Ns'URMICE COMPA• cal science, Louisville & Nashville Rail·
~!ham Ubbens, mathemat ics ' ed,ucaNY ,Tampa. ·- Alan"Fofdham, lndusfria l r~ad Company, C~~ttancxx,@, ·:renn. --i , h_fENNESSEE VALLEY AUTH:~ J(~f,y
.,
. •.
. •
management · ·
Timothy Pharr, c1v1I engineering. Ma.
. . .'
Aetna Sur~ty & Casualty, Tampa rineland of Florida, St. Augustine -- ·· Kno,xv ,II~, Tenn. - Peter Pages, .•~JVII
• . .
T,imottiy Johnson, . personnel manage- Robert i:urner, zoology. M\lrtin-Marietta · en8'.·~~eg~gartment of ·the Army, · Army
ment; Paul Terrence, pusiness. Alton CorP.()rat10~, Orlan~o - . Homer Beckner Missile Command, Huntsville, Ala. _
Boie . Board Company, -<Jacksonville J~., elec~ncal engineering; R?_bert Ohl- Angela Maloney, matliemafics, educa•
Wllllam Cowdrey, mechanical engi- w(ler,_ fina nce. The M1a!111 Herald, · tion; Sean McCullough, mechanical enneering; Ja m!'S·..Mannlng, engineering; M1an:i1 - Sharon _Tyler, mter~ah onal glneering; Eugene . Pug h, a€counting.
Jon Wall, chemical engineering. Bab- relat10n_s .. Montanan Tr~atment Center U.S. Department of the Army, Picatcock and WIicox, St. Petersburg - Dan and Cl,rncal Schools, . Hialeah - c arol inny Arsenal, Dover N.J. _ Roy Bowaerospace
engineering; •Ml·
Giel, mechanical engineering; Martin Ruppertsberger, special education. M. fin,
Robinson, chemistry. Chrysler Corpora- A, M~ntenegro & Company, Ta mpa Menne, mechanical engineering; Mi·
tion, Highland , Park, Mich. - Michael Ken~rick Folsom J ~,, account m~;
chael Mulholland, chemistry, u.s. coasT
Boyle, mathematics education. Con- David Oswa ld! accounting; J ack Whit- Guard, Washington, D.C. _ Douglas
' gressman Gibbons Office, Washington, ~am, accounting. Carl. H. Nelson Pav• Bramlett,
biology;
Kay
Schilling,
For More Jnformation
D.C. R. Wayne Miller, politlcal mg Co,, Tampa - W1ll 1am Tyner, elec- speech theater ,
u.s. ' DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
science. Continental Baking Company trical engineering. Northwestern UniTampa - Jeffr ey Bardin, management;
versify, Evanston, Ill, - Judy Bre~gge- Education a nd We lfare, Food , & Drug
George Bergstrom, marketing. Conti- m,an. a nthropology. Pra tt & Whitney Adminisr, ation, Washington, D.C, - Annental Can Company, Ta mpa - Philip Aircraft, West Pa_lm ~each - Charles drea Blaschka, marine biology; Robert
Tlie.New ,Car ·
Serrano, elect rical engineering. Deleo Copelancl J r., engineering ; Kurt Frahn, Ehlenbeck, pre-med; Michael Fuller,
For Summer .
Brot hers, Clyde. N.Y. - Gene Deleo, · civil engineer ing; Ronald Po.well, busi- chemistry, physics; Katharine Freeness.
man, English; Joseph Higginson, bacrebusiness-mathemat ics.
,=un ••• The
PRINCET'ON· PENNSYLVANIA
AC· rlology; Diane Howarth; zoology; Har•
E. I. duPONT de NEMOUP.S & COM•
PANY, Aiken, S.C. - Adelbert Bottch- CELERATOR, Princeton, ' N.J .- Charles
old Pritchard, bacter iology.
1970 MAVERICK ,
·u.s. Department of Health, Educat'on
er, physics; Michael Bright; physics; Snidar, Jr., physics. Rena-Ware Di sfribPatrick Gariano, J r., chemisfry. E. I. utors, Inc., Tamp~ - Lowrey Wh itson, and Welfare, National Institute of NeuduPont de Nemours & Company, Flor- mar keting. Sarasota Memorial Hospital, rologlcal Diseases · and Stroke, Bethesence. s .c. - Raymond Jennings, me- Sarasota - . Slephen Malmberg, pre- da, Md. - Gregori i; rvin, psychology,
chanical engineering. E.I. duPont . de med; John Peningfon, pre-med. Smith, biology; Thomas Johnson, zoology;
Nemours & Company, Chatta nooga, Braley & Johnson, Tampa - Richard Richard Rowley, mathematics statistics.
Tenn. - Richard Dun lap, chemical en- • Roberson, accounting. Sta ndard Oil
U.S. Department Of Health, Education
gineering; Earle Phillips ; chemical en- Company, Tampa - Richard Griffith, and Welfare, Office of · Education,
g·ineering. Electromagnetic Industries, economics-management; Tampa, City Washington, D.C. - Earline Bass, EngSt. Petersburg - John . Peppel, electri- of, Data Center, Fla. - Arthur Kelle- lish education; Barbara Hofer, America! engineer ing. Electronic Communica- her, mathematics; Breck Swords, math- can studies, English; Edward Knight,
lions, Inc., st. Pefersburg - Ralph
ematics.
·
social , science education; And rea 'Via•
Ambuehl, engineering; J-jenry Bourne
TAMPA E LECTRIC · co Mp AN Y,. comber, education; Ken Mathes, hi,loJ r., elec1rical engineering; J ohn Louns- Tampa - Wiliiam Collins, elecfrical en- ry, philosophy; Roy Rodriguez, French
bury, business; Dennis Watson, eledri- · gineering; Philip Derenthal, electrlcal & . Spanish education; Kathy Sales, socal engineering. FMC Corporation, engineer ing; George KeselowskY, indus- ciology, U,S, • Department _of Health,
Lakeland - Ronald Armsfrong, aero- · trial engineering; John Mulder, electri- Educa!lon ~nd Welfare, Social Security
space engineering; Kenneth Higginson cal engineering; Michael Murphy, etec- Admlnist~at1on, Atlanta, G~- :- Evalyn
Jr. industrial engineering. Fa rmland In• tr ica l engineering; Daniel Ochenrider, Cos, sociology; Lauren Dickinson, sodusfries, Inc,, Bartow - Ed Ferklng, elecfr ical engineering; Sieve Quina, clology.
chemistry; Ed •Thrasher, chemistry.
mechanical-chemical engineering; Tim·U.S. Department_of t~e l~ferior, Bureau of _Commercial F1sher1 es, Pas~aF IRST BRETHREN CHURCH, Sara- othy Tomes, engineering.
sota- ..;. Stephen Swihart, language a nd
Tampa General Hospital, Tampa ._
g?l)la, Miss. - Gregory Welsh, marine
biology.
.
literature, religion. Firs! Federa l Sav- Deborah . Andrews, mar ine biology.
ings & Loan -Association, St. Pefersburg
The Tampa Times, Tampa _ Daniel
U.S. Departmen! of l_he 1!1ter,or, 9 u- Donald Macneale, fina nce. Florida Ala rcon, history.
reau of Comi:i,~rc1al Fisheries, St. PePower Corporation, St. Petersburg The Tampa Tribune, Tampa - Bob tersburg -:- w,11,am Logan, zo.olo~y.
Mar k Coleman, accounting ; Richard wannall, English-journalism
. U.S. Departme~t of the !ntenor,. NaGordon, mech_a_nica l engineering; Knute
Texas Parks and Wildi 'fe Depart- tiona I Park Serv,,ce, Wash,r,gton, ~-.c.,
- - - ---'-'-----''---....:.- - - - - -- - - - - - ----- 1...:.._ .:.:.~ Theodore Mlccerl, philosophy, Russ,an;
Paul Stone, mathematics education,
mathematics,
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Waeshington, D.C.
- Dale Grubbs, history education; · Wil•
lia m Sa pper, psychology; Michael Tennent, history; Philip Wielson, polifical
science.
.
U.S. Department of !he Navy, Naval
&
A ir Rework Facllity, Jacksonvllle Dennis Dambly, chemical engineering;
ELKE
RICHAaD Vincent Faraone, aerospace engineer. I a .a .. t I I 1 , 1 I I I I a I I I I I 1 · 1 I
ing; WiUia"l ,McAvoy, chemica l engjSOMMER
V-8, automatic, air co_nditioned.
JOHNSON neering; Kennelh McMillan, electrical
·e ngineering.
U.S. Department of the Navy, Naval
Ordnance Station, tndian Head, Md, -·
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
Raymond Hentschel, eledrica l engineerRe al Nice:\
ing.
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Contact: Prof. Walter Griseti
CTR 226
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MUNTZ STEREO
GIVE~A-WAY

SALE

8402,NEBRASKA AVE. ONLY

.The UNIVERSITY CENTER

TODAY'S SPECIALS:.

Presents

ALL ,

Fri.

4 &8 TRA:CK
TAPES
$4.98

U.S. DE PARTMENT OF THE NAV,Y ,

Naval Shop Research & Oevelopme·nt
Cenfer, Washington, D.C. - .Edw ard
Foley, electrical engineering; la1Yrence
F ra nk, aer.ospace engineering; Janet
Pa ul, natura l science. U.S. Department
of the Navy, Naval Training Device
Cenfer, Orlando - Mary , Beth Benson,
accounting; Lynne Binder, mathematics; David Smith, engineering; Pa ul
Smith, electrical engineering. U.S. Department of the Treasury, Comptroller
of the Currency, Jacksonville - Ran,da ll Hunlzberry, business. U.S. Depa rtment Of the Treasury, Comptroller o1
the Currency, Tallahassee - Curtis
Rendleman, accounting. U.S. Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue
the Currency, Tampa - Ralph Fe rnan-

Select from RCA - Ampex - Columbia
Muntz _- Capitol - Decca and many others.

All Popular Hits

dez, business; M ark Mooney, finance.

U.S. Department of the Treasury, Interna l Re venue Servi ce, Jacksonville Scott Benson, accounting ; Charles H awthorne, Jr., economics. U.S. Depar tment of the Treasury, Internal Revenue

·Ne braska Ave. Store
Open 9 ·a.m. to 6 p. m.
. Mon~ay_throug~ Saturday

MUNTZ'

.Florida Avenue

Sat. at 7:30 P.M.

Service, Miam i -

·. STEREO-PAl(,Nc
NOT AFFILIAtfD WITH MUNTZ TV

Ad111i~1ion 35c

lusi11ou Auditoriu• ·

Bruce Mejselman,

accounting. U.S. Department of the
Treasury, Internal Revenue Service,
Tampa - Richard Braueal, accounting; Dennis Gii, accounting. These students a re on . special assignmenhl Alexander Arger, psychology, Ne\Y
York, N.Y. ; Donald Clossey, soci al
science, Clevela nd , Ohio; John Sams,
marketing, California . . ·
THE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
P rogram is currently accepting applications for Quarfer I and Quarter II
training assignments. Openings exist_
wlfh more than 100 emp loyers. ,Students
may make appllcation in the Co-op Of.
fice in Engineering 37 Ext. 1n for additional informallon.

'65 PONTIAC ••••
'61 ENGLISH FORD
'66 MUSTANG • • • • •
'68 MUSTANG
••
6
Look

·

$1198.
'1098

I •• I I I I I I I I a I I I I I I I a
Conv. This ·i, the one you've olways wanted.

cyl., stand, trans.

I •• I
at t his p ri'ce .

~

• I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I a

'1561
$1898

N~w Dale Mabry afHiHsborough
'68 CHEVROLET
••••••••••••.•• ·• •••••• •2444
All
'68 FORD
• • • • • • •·•
$2351
500
f~ctory
I

Imp a la 4 -door h ardtop.

F0irlane

e quipment, real 1harp.

I I • • • I • • • • • • ••. • • I • I I I
2 -door ha rdtop. Air conditioned a nd all equipment. This one is
fresh. , .

'68 CAMARO ••••••••••••.••• a
'68 CUTLASS • • • • •••

I I I I I I a I I

Super Sport, 396, loaded, a young ca r with lots of comfort.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Supreme. Fully e qui p . and i mmac ula te,
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0~CLE ·

Students Must AllocCl;te Activities .f ee

~~

sesses final authority over the fees, and
NOTE: On June 6th, the Florida
may revise or reject the student proposBoard of · Regents approved -an amend4 - ~u. of South Florida, June 18, 1969
ment to their operating ma~mal which, in
als. The amendm~nt merely allows the
effect gives Student · Government the austudents to make the initial recommen•
EDITORIALS
AND COM-M ENTARt
. .
.
thof,.ty to prppose allocations on the endations to the President.
tire Student Activities Fees. That fee, at
IT SHOULD also be understood that
USF amounts to over $1,000,000.
· this policy . change should have never
Increased · studerit control of that . ·· reached the Regents. A previous amendmoney has been a constant objective of
ment had directed the same action, yet
the· State!s Student Governments for the
the presidents of the universities, refoc. •
past three years, and the realization of
tant to relinquish any of their authority,
that objective has now become the target
had skillfully used loopholes in the ManIt took time, but ·P resident John college schedule is slated - three· of criticism. Student Government (SG)
ual to deny students any voice at all in
S. Allen finally dedded to "tackle" to five I years before we have a
President Steve Anderson defends his inthe allocation of these moneys.
an expansion of the intercollegiate REAL basketball team?
creased authority.
·
This is 1but one of many issues which
MAYBE. BUT WHEN THE prosports program.
could
have easily been resolved within
By STEVE ANl)ERSON
gram
is
rounded
out,
we
will
have
the
University,
but had to be taken to
He will make a request to the
President, Student Government
other agencies. It amounted to a needBoard of Regents for a freshman facilities capable of supporting
less waste of time and a further obstacle
To begin, ,·the new student authority
basketball team for the 1970-71 such an undertaking, a can:ipus should
to improved student-adhlinistration relabe thoroughly 1µ1derstood. It is
large
enough
to
moretarily
body
school year.
•·
· support it, and · <l team mature not a complete powei:, and should not be tions.
But now that we have gone outside of
DR. ALLEN HAS BEEN chided enough to be worth~atching.
observed as a radical departure from
the University, and have received the
heartily in the past- for his refusal
And now that we have the green normal Regents' policy.
authority which we soqght, there are
The policy amendment simply states
to grant the go-ahead at USF for a light on basketball, does that mean
"major" intercollegiate sports pro- we began cheering for football? · that Student Governments "shall propose those who question the Regents' decision,
label it as another attempt at stugram. Perhaps his wish to empha- Not unless the crowd can truthfully allocations" for the Student Activities and
dent control of the University.
·
Fees;. not allocate, but "propose" allocasize academics over athletics may say they understand ALL the rami- tions. The- president of the institution, as
THAT IS a completely inaccurate and
have been a wise one. Perhaps not. fications involved.
foolish assumption, and perhaps reflects
the person .legally responsible, still pos-

Basketball ... Future Problemst

It's always· difficult to .remember
ho'Y big ·a void was once it's been
filled.
. The decision to expand the playing schedule g-r-a-d-u-a-1-1-y •from
. Ireshman . . . to junior college
. -. . to fow·-year colleges is new
meat for any hungry Brahman to
chew ·on. It could take from three
to five years before a full four-year

Aside from, the obvious, some:.thing else worthwhile ,. has once
again been achieved . . . student '
requests have been recognized..
And the full credit for this must go
to the Student Government, and in
particular, Frank Winkles, past
vice-president, · who so arduously
pushed his polls and petitions for
the sport through the student body.

STUDE·NT COMMENTARY

Are We A Society · Of Waste?

New Ligh·t On .The Subiect
The whole thing COULD be
blamed on Henry Ford for inventing the darned· things in the first
place.
Or the blame for the deaths and
accidents could be put on the red
tape bureaucracy that constantly
hinders speedy progress.
But it certainly can't be ·put on
Nick Digioia, county traffic · engineer. He is as concerned about getting traffic control lights at Nebraska and Fletcher avenues and
Fletcher Avenue and 38th Street~as
the USF commuter who chances
the intersections daily.

It ·would, with all practical
probability, take ~- minimum of
five weeks before· both intersections could have lights. But Fletcher and 30th could be lit easily in
less than a month if the State Road
Department and -the County Board
of Commissioners joined forces
with Digioia.
. . . And Ellsworth Simmons,
chairman of the County Board of
Commissioners, has already expressed his concern to The Oracle
about the matter.
So that leaves the ·State Road '
Department where . . : ?
In all propability, USF just
COULD get some lights on the subject before a man sets foot on the
moon.

By RAY ZOGORSKI
Editorial Edit.or

The following is an exclusive interview I was able to obtain with President
J. B. "Wipes" Smith, creator. and mastermind behind the new, revolutionary
toilet tissue dispenser now being used in
. the USF Social Sciences Building.
J . B. has recently b~n given the annual award, the "Most Typical American
Industrialist of the Year."
RZ-Would you explain J.B. how your
new dispenser works?
JB-Why certainly. With a gentle tug,
you get three sheets of tissue before the
spool stops on its rotating holder, thus
BUT ONE lUAN can't do it all.
tearing off exactly three sheets. The
What needs to be heard is a
spool then recoils, conveniently ~sing
louder voice from th~ USF ~·ea.
the first .of the next three sheets. We're
.
.({
very proud of the model.
RZ-What exactly made you believe
there was a need for your dispenser.
JB-Well, to tell you the truth, we be-- -~ .; ~- ... ·~
lieved
the-:. old, a)ld I :miglit add' ineffiThere are 92 lawmakers in TalWhile we do ~not advocate narcient, days of grab, yank, pull, and hastilahassee who need a good course in · cotics use, we strongly urge ·all ly tear, no matter what the number of
law.
·
those concerned with the fabrica- ·sheets is long gone.
·They · have forgotten the basic tion Qf laws for our land . to step
We found that our society is no longer
Constitutional r ight that a person bacl,{~ d seriously reconsider the able .;tp;..1;.e~ ::21.!· )l{e J'en!S of human
is innocent until proven guilty. And · imp{ie~fons of producing a gener- capn'5iofishijsnif such an-imp,ortant mat~
~
sitting at the head pf the class ation ·of uneducated felons and r e- ter as
waste.
·
should be Sen. Wilbur Boyd, D- alize that scare tactics IS NOT ,
RZ-~Il, I certainly see your point
then~ ... · e new method more economiPalmetto.
,
THE ANSWER.

flawmakers Ignore Rights

-

The good Senator recently intro- .
duced a bill that calls for the immediate suspension from the Florida State University . _f or persons
ARRESTED for nar.cotic violations. And it was passed 92 to 10!
' REP. ELVIN MARTINEZ, D'.i'ampa, heartily fought the· bill
. . . Reminding the 92 Carrie Na- ·
tionites that the bill "goes against
all rights of the people of the
state."
, But he was obviously,. talking to
a wall of dogmatic bricks.

THE SOLUTION lies in listening to what today's youth are saying and not give them .a deaf ear
that entices:'m~_n y ai them to dem-:
onstrate their rebellion in the most
passive, individualistic form:
Or perhaps, if . Sen. John and
Rep. Doe are too busy, they can
find good company with the midwestern lawmaker who introduced
a bill to prosec::ute those caught
with cat-nip before ANY clarification on its use of content or official
status.had been released!

Valedictorian--. .. . lnapp~opriate?
Bill Burger was the valedictorian
of Palmetto High School. ·
· Bill Burger was ·asked to .speak
at his school's commencement.
His speech said, in part, . . .
"Time will show us which path.. is
right for us - to effect change im_.
mediately, violently ;_ or gradual.:.
ly,
I hope for the ·best
. peacefully:.
,,
\
.

BILL BURGER . was told his
speech was "inappropriate" by the
school's principal, Virgil ~ills. ·
Jl.l,St what, we wonder;~'does Mr.
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Millls call appropriate?
May we assume?
Something along the line of
those that have cluttered high
school ~ommencements for . the
past 50 years: "E m b o d y i n g
an Horatio Alger spirit of inevitable, individual triumph and success
if one only will work hard, save his
money, and be loyal to Jesus
Christ," (as was so aptly put by
Prof. Phil Bosserman in his letter
to the editor this week}.
THE SKEPTICAL and question. ing youth of- our times is giving
America a long overdue shot in the
arm. They are producing some of
the keenest minds, some of the
best organizers and some of the
most brilliant artists . that this
country has seen in some time.
.. So .. pon't s e 11 the NowGeneration short because : it sees
things the way they are. ,. .
Those advocating blind Americanism, banal ideals, arid meaningless ~stence are the ones who
should be·sold short.
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Oracle Wants
Commentary
The Oracle will accept student com. mentary on any issue. Besides the usual
letters to the editor, we encoutage those
'knowledgeable on contemporary issues to
respond in essay form. Commentary
s hould be complete, but to the point.

.
.
the blind and fe~rful attitudes that are
ple who, with the next breath, assert
so prevalent at ·.this institution. These
that we are now adults, and must begin
small and frightened persons _may, be asto accept our new responsibilities. If
sured that we do not seek complete contheir allegations about student inability
are CQ.rrect, it is not a commentary on
.
tz'?l ~ver _tjie Unii ersity.
' We merely desire a student voice that . the ability of students, but a sad reflec•
tion on ·the · level · of preparation and
will be heard, and listened to. We only
training
which we receive at this Uni:want to become participants in the deci1
versity.
sion :qiaking process, with student au•
I
personally
believe.
that
the
students
thority commensurate with the degree of
at this institution are well qualified to
student responsibility.
propose these allocations, and believe
· In this· case, students pay $30 each
that they will indeed initiate improvequarter for ;student activities (dances,
ments and creative new ideas through
• spring spectacular, concerts, etc.). Since
those allocations.
st_udents pay for, are the participants in,
OF COURSE we will make rµistakes,
· and benefit ·from these activities, they
both large and· small. But I as!,t the a~should have a large v<_>ice in deciding
ministrator or faculty mew.her who has
how their money is spent. In the past, it
made no mistakes in the performance 9f
has been essentially taxation without
his tasks to step forward and serve judgrepresentation.
ment on our errors.
AND THERE are those "wise and juWhat we need at this University is
dicious" persons who argue that-students
positive thought. We must all begin to
are but incompetent and naive children
release our negative attitudes anq act
who will mismanage their newly ac- · with a reasonable amount of trust and
quired authority to the point of financial
respect for others. It is time that we all
castastrophe.
began to understand differing · perspecThis view, above all_·others, angers· tives and to dis!llantle the wall of disme, for it is these same misguided peotrust and hostility that divides us.

-

-~

cai· ~ otd

... • ,

.. }t

•
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JB-Well we're not exactly sure. You
see, in this as in other modes of human
behavioF
~ ~w~ys those 'wiio
.

:

~

·1llti.! ,- 1: ..
t~

-&

..

~

people. I'll take a representative · group
won't conform to the average. Some peoday would increase this country's gross
ple, say, want four sheets. Now you can
from the study. A frugal, ann-retentive
national product an extra 10 billion dollars.
see the complications there!
Freudian (we ran into many of these)
have
a
tendency
to
use
one
·
sheet.
The
RZ-How do you propose to deal with
I tell you son, we've had a hard, long
average blue collar worker 5, the house•
these people?
·
fight and we've won. I don't have to r~
wife an average 2, and the politicians,
· JB-Why I'm sure we'll find a way,
mind you that the toilet paper lobbies
American Legion members, Daughters
I'm not exactly certain how as of yet.
fought us tooth and nail on this issue.
RZ-Does your company put out a . of the American Revolution and decency
Their near-effective· campaign: "Is a
ralliers can be classified in the 6-7 sheet
four-sheet model also.
measley three sheets the American
category.
JB-I'm glad you asked that. In the
Way?" alI!}~st swayed the ill-informed
ever increasing fight to keep up with our 1
That works out to an average 3¼ to . public.
many competitors, I don't have 'to tell
3½ sheets. Taking the benefit of the
RZ-J.B. there's only one other thing
you how many people are dealing in
doubt, we choose three.
that bothers me. Some people say this,
w;istes these days, we have developed
RZ-But nobody in the survey used
granted novel apparatus, has a deeply
larger models.
·
the average three sheets.
imbedded moral implication. Several
RZ-I haven't seen any of . these.
'!)eople complain about things such as
JB-Young
man
you've
just
put
your
Where are they located.
"needless regulation" and "standardizaJB-Well, mainly where the wastes · foot in your mouth, so to speak. _You said
tion" of our lives in a society which
average
three
sheets.
I
must
remind
you
are great~ t , naturally.
·
we're working with averages, averages, . leaves less and less choice up to the indiRZ-Legislatures, the administration
vidual."
averages, not pecularities.. And our
buildings of some college campuses, . deJB-And i say nonsense to all this
model
has
been
a
tremeildo~
success.
fense plants and the Pentagon?
ballyhoo.
I and my colleagues have al- ,
RZ-What
benefit
do
you
s.
e
e
for
the
JB-Exactly. And if I mighi add,
ways believed in the worth of l)lan. In
average
person.
we're thinking of putting together neat
this case we've democratically and
JB-Good man, don't you : underlittle model with a selector on it ranging
scientifically decided man's worth_in this
stand?-This marvelous little product will
from 3-8 sheets. Sort of a product for all
_v ital function in three sheets.
·
remove from uncertainty a lengthy decioccasions.
.
each
of
us
has
to
make
at
least
once
Needless
waste
·cannot
be
tolerated.
sion
RZ-Well that certainly will be nice.
The issue is as sparkling clear as our
Tell me, JB, what exactly gave you the a day.
RZ-But! But!
motto here at Wipes Inc. "Waste is our·
insp\ratjon for this device.
JB...!t'!'m glad you asked that. We at
JB-Now .I know what you're going to
business, effic:iency our g,_o~.:.'.'._.._~.,,--;,._
, · . .
.
.~
RZ-Thank.you J.B.
""' • -~~... · .,.
Wipes inc. have always believed in the
s~y.• Let .'
me cite
you
a ':few
figures. , ·.
As 1 was 1eavmg
· theenligen
ht ed
. ·halls
<
'
~ f"
limitless possibilities of the practical apR~Ah!
_
Ah!
.~
.
,:
.
_
_
·~;
-~~~
~~
fe
this
m~rvelous
enterprise,
JB,
the
plicaf:jQI! of science for the betterment of
:,
~
I
n-1967
the
average
person
spent
'
man
representative
of
our
great
indus.
mankirfd. This was no exception. If I
anywhere from-'5-15 minutes.-witb-1:he old ,: trial nation left me with these words.
might elaborate?
. dispenser. With:.our new.nifty .model, we .-:~'.!!.Ray, we, this great nation of ours, we
. ~rtainly.
anticipat e a saving fromA-7··minutes. NL ·· are what we eat . . . "
J]J-!Our researchers, after , spending
this caused by:relieving tb.e person.of an- _,,;_:; I really didn't feel like ·any more slocountle§S hours in lavatories across the
other function ;YOU lazy rabble ~users ·'., ::gans, so I interrupted the industrial
natioq .:_and interviewing thousands of
peop!~ l ound a suitable average could be .have_n 't though}_c,f, inefficient human de- ·.::~giant. "Well then, we must also be the
· .
. ,. .product of what's left."
fount br our country's needs - three ~ gn. making.· ; ·;
-:
"f
-htight
add
that
the
_
savings-.i)l~time)
.. ,,:_, J.B. then re.a ssured me. "Yes, I ihink
sheets. ,
when added to the eight hr;>irr w_orkin~ - . _ :YOU're beginning to understand ~ow.' '
Fpr[ fxample, lets say we have four

a

-1rs-· ,. ,.. nr,:

Commencements-Same ·Old Banalities
V a.n Hook Offe·rs New
.

.

remain seated {per instructions on the
EDITOR:
program) closed in on each side of the
My wife and I recently attended the
recession line of seniors, giving th~ imcommencement ~xercises ofone of Hillspression of loyal fans damoring to touch
borough County's largest and most disand see their heroes.
tinguished high schools. What unfolded
was an incredible series of impressions,
We came to an overriding conclusion
all attesting to the banality and irrelevduring all this - and it is encouraging ancy of s9 much education at the secon· For those of you who read my dents will benefit from the sharing
that something does happen at the unidary leveL
versity. Often, the university does cut
letter in the last issue of The Ora- of knowledge artd opinions. We will
Several students. spoke, each chosen
through this banality, blind Americancle: · "A New Educational Plan," I discuss . orientation, curriculum,
from the top five per cent of the large
ism, shallow concern, to effect a real
will be setting up an informal sem- and generally all matters that pergraduating class. The content of their
awareness. RESULT : students who care,
inar-like class to discuss more of tain to findipg a suitable alternaoratory w_a s _shallow, cliche-ridden, totalwho question, who act to ameliorate , to
tive future for USF education.
these plans:
ly devoid of any concern for the social · effect social change. I came away thinkTiine and place of the first
issues which beset us as a society. These
ing ·that maybe what we do have is after
Students _may sign up in the Of- · meeting will be announced later.
s peeches were strangely out-of-s tep, emall worthwile.
fice of Student Organizations. The
Bob Van Hook
bodying an Horatio Alger spirit of ineviPHILLIP BOSSERMAN
course
will
be
non-credit,
but
stutable; individual triumph and success if
Associate Professor
one only will work hard, save his money,
American Idea
and be loyal to Jesus Christ (sic).
A . REPRESENTATIVE of the
Board of P ublic Instruction boasted that
'the Board and this school were doing
their jobs', · i.e., "we are keeping the
doors open and we will continue to do
s o." I take this to _'be an oblique reference to last year's teacher "walk-out."
He went on to make it clear that "we
I
will not tolerate any hippies, yippies, or
EDITOR:
,.
I read with sincere pity the lachrymoothers of their kind in our schools. So far
nius commentary by Mr. John Calderaz- '
we have been successful,"
zo in the June 4 issue of The Oracle. It is
· Finally, ,a focar judge, who is one
indeed a shame that one's education ·c an
of the officers of an American Legion
come to its climax with such a complete
. post, gave a ten-minute exhortation on
lack of hope.
Americanism, loyalty, the threat of ComIt is the self-centered, hand-ringing munism and other ·dangers, the necessity
attitude exposed in this commentary that for eternal vigilance. · (In other words;
we don't need as a community, as a nathe danger of diversity). He then made
a ·human race. ''Consider the
. tion, or
an Americanis m award to a senior;
plight of the typical college graduate"
FOR A TIME, WE SAT stunned by
these proceedings. The ceremony of
indeed!
Sure, we have problems , serious probawarding diplomas followed. We had
lems. But; let's not try and cover them
ample time to r eflect on what we had
up · by . ~ · thick whipped c ream of trite
heard. This latter ceremony was likewise
cliches. Do something ma n! Don't hide
unbelievable. As the seniors received
behind the · hypocritical m ask that orie · · ·
their diplomas , parents and friends in
man can't change society.
the audience would clap or shout loudly.
The objective reader might be slightly
Some had weiI-0rganized ·cheering secamused by the commentary in question,
tions.
.
Specialist Fourth Class Barry. Simms, former USF student,
visualizing a young man pulling the covMa ny ,p arents and friends left the a uers up around his eyes to shield himself
write-s, ''I thought The Oracle. would like to see that its disditoriiim immeq_iately after their gradu. tributi'on has now reached a point some 40 odd miles south
a te r eceived his diploma. By the time,
a gainst a world of s elf responsibility he
of tlle DMZ.'' Simms is statione~ with the · 50Uh Military
the last senior had shaken the prindpal's
has not yet entered. I can only feel pity.
Police Battalion in Vietnam. While at USF, he was & familiar
hand, the previously nearly-filled auditoR. W. ELLIS, JR.
face
the Theatre st.age as
being a ·m ember of ihe
rium was almost empty. Those s taying
Associate Proffessor
College of Engineering
Runnecast-ers.
during the recessional, when all were to

Seminar -In Education

Calderazzo·
Criticized·

as

Summer Session In The Nam?

on

well as
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Second Fulbright
In addition to having received a Fulbright grant, she
is the recipient of several
other postgraduate fellowships
and grants. In 1966-67, she
won a Woodrow Wilson fellowship for a year's study at Harvard. She was also awarded a
teaching-assistantship and a
Harvard University Scholarship in 1966-67. She has also
won a NDEA fellowship for
two years at Harvard.
IN MAY OF this year she
was awarded ~er second Fulbright grant, for a year's
study in Lebanon at the
American University in Beirut. She was- · one of the
youngest recipients' ·. of the
first Fulbright, and probably
one of the youngest to receive
two such grants.
Her fUture plans include
spending a year in Lebanon
with her Fulbright grant. She
will also use the second year

By FRANK FAINE
Staff Writer
She was a Fulbright scholar

at age 20.

She was also an early en·trant to USF by examination
after her junior year at Plant
High School here in Tampa.
She graduated in three years
with a major in French_. While
a student at USF, she was
student government senator,
president of the French Club
and Athenaeum as well as the
recipient of the Alpha Gamma
Delta scholarship award.
TH IS
DISTINGUISHED
USF graduate is Eleanor Kay
MacKay, daughter of Maxine
MacKay, associate professor
of humanities at USF.
After, graduating from . USF
in 1965~ she· received her first
Fulbright grant for a year's
study at the University of
Caen in France.
·

ELEANOR MacKAY
... Fulbright Scholar.
of the NDEA ,et the Harvard
Graduate School.
The subje.c t of her graduate
study is the medieval lyric; poetry of French, Spanish and
the Arabic Kingdoms. Her interest in the Arabic language
developed during .her study of
medieval Sp"an1sh ,and she h,a s
added Mabie to her studies at
Harvard along with those in
her major _in French.
Among her future plans include receiving her Ph.D. in
1971 and then doing some college teaching. ·

.'

USF -To -Offer
New De!Jrees
Three new degree programs
will be offered at USF this
fall, two at St. Petersburg's
Bay campus and one here.
A B.S. in Engineering Technology and an M.A. in Marine
Science will be offered at Bay
Campus. The third, an M.A.
in histDry, will be offered here
by the College of Liberal Arts.
THE ENGINEERING Technology degree is a first for a
Florida college
university,
said E. w. Kopp, dean of the
Coll!:!ge of Engineering. Applicants must have at least a
"B" average from junior college.
Only 30 students will be ac- ·
cepted for the September pro7 ;
gram . with the number doubling in the next two years
said Kopp.
•
'

or

Dr. Harold J. Humm, direr:-

Reclassifying

\

•·

•

A·ND STUDENTS!

Get Your \Copy of
South Florida ·Review!

Protesters
Punit_
ive;?

tor of the Marine Science InPunitive draft reclassificastitute, said the M.S. in Mations
' by the g9vernment
_rine Science will be the first
against
defiant and disruptive
offered in the state university
war protesters, will be -ruled
system.
. on by the Supreme Court next
DR. CECIL B. Currey, asso- term, wtiich convenes in. Sepciate professor of history, will tember.
·
be the chairman of the graduThe court announced · in
ate planning committee for
April that cases will be heard
th
· 1.;...
. e MA
. . m
m::nory. SevP.ral on the issue · of the directive
µistory courses and seminars by Lewis B. Hershey, Selecwill be offered during the tive Service Director, that
sunvner quarter here in prep- local draft boards should conaration for the master's pro- sider reclassifying registrants
if they participate in illegal
gram.
The four seminars applica- activities which interfere with
ble for graduate credit are: operation of the system. A
•American Radical Thought, written opinion will be handed
A~o-American history, ~~ down.
The •appeals were brought
Middle Ages . an_d BraZil.
~raduate credit w~ al~o b: on behalf of David Earl Gutgiven for a course_ m Histon- knecht, Gaylord, •Minn., and
ography and directed reading Timothy J. Breen, Bridgeport,
courses.
Conn.
Gutknecht contended that
his order to report for induction was illegally speeded up .
after he dropped his registra.
tion and classification cards at
t he feet of a U.S. marshal
while participating in an antidraft demonstration.

:Bay Coalition
.
Sponsoring
.·; ,
GraPe80Y011
.~-"'·;·c
r-·

H_e Wa~ :C~lll~ffed of -faili~g
ttf s ubmit l o ·induction and
sentenced to four years in jail.
:::
,.. .: ,.. ,- . · . , •n, The Justice-"!'Department arBay.; Area· . Coalition, in gued that •-Gut}mecht might
connection with,,Ah~ , United ··have been·,.c::ailed , up just as 1
Farm-::: Work-ers · O.rganizaing·. · quickly under -~ordinary cir: Committee, is sponsoring -a .cumstances..:.. :: -·
local ~ape boycott-, in the
Breen file'd swno block bis .
Tampa;Bay Area.. .
·
induction arid' also claimed
The purpose of the boy<::ott $20,000 in . damages. Lower
is to force economic -pressure courts helg- Breen could not
upon California grape grQwers: ~hall~mge the draft until he
to recognize the rights of the was inducted or prosecuted.
farm workers.
· The court took no action on
a similar appeal by Rolf J.
Under the nation~ leader- JG.Iden, Bemidji, Minn., who
ship . of~ .{;aesar ·£1:i~vez, the.- also turned in his draft card as
boycott · was begun three. . an anti-Vietnam· protest and
years ago fo an attempt to was declared a draft delin"Free the workers from so- quent.
cial and economic bondage.
We ask only the same rights
and benefits that the majority
of American workers now
.enjoy. We believe that farm
workers should be protected
by the National Labor Relations Act."

ONLY -

Available Univlrsity Bookstore
Here1 s -What1 s l,nside

1

Workshop De.als
With Sci,ence In
Lower Grades

On the local level Bay Area
"Excitement in Science for
Coalition, is urging all housewives and ,others to refrain Upper Elementary Children"
from buying California table will be the subject ·of a five. week, non-credit workshop at
~Tapes.
USF offered through the CenMore information about the ter for Continuing Education,
boycott and what interested Saturday through July 26.
individuals can ·do may be obLimited to students who
tained by contacting : Bay have just completed gra des 4,
Area Coalition, 8406 12 St. 5 or 6, the workshop will ·deal
Tampa, Fla. 33604.
with aspects of the new elementary science curricula.
Areas of the physical and biological sciences to be explored
include r ocketry and "the
ing Florida."
' 'I'he workshop will be conducted by members of the
Science Education Department under the guidance of
Laurence Manley, chairman.
·You do it a wound· at
The purpsct,, of this w9rka time. With all your
shop is to prtMde enrichment
skills as a nurse. With. of ··science for · the student
through experiment and expeall the cheerfulness in . rience and increase h i s
. your heart. You do it
awareness of science in the
because you want to·. world of today.

liy-

How to bandage

a War.

You do . it because
you're an Army N_urse.

Army Nurse Corps

----------~---------------~-·.
.

For more information without obligation fill .ut and mail this coupon to:

U~S. Army Recruiiing Service
8840 North Florida Avenue T~I. 932•7020
Across from North Gate Shopping Center

I
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Nam,.__ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ __
Addre,..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-"',.__ _ _ __

Phen,..__ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Florida In
'fiorld Report'
· Florida's growth in educatioJI made national news in
U.~. ~News and World Report
this month.
'
·
A feature article, "How the
Florida Boom is Changing,"
predicts that "Flor.ida booming in just about every
way - will enter the decade
of the '_70's next year with a
variety of spectacular projects under way, geared to expectations of continued great
growth."

'

-_-EXcluSiVe. lnterview'widl -,
,, ~-~ck Henry
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' Script W.r1ter for ''The G·r acluate,'
..

'

.
1

''The Troublemaker'1
l

.

Short ·stories by .
John Lorio, Wesley Ford Davis
and-the best in
poetry~
Photographic Sketches
by Lorran Meares
68 pages·. of good reading
at less than a penny a page

'

\

\

:GET Y()URS BEFORE THE SUPPLY
RUNS OUT
AVAILAB·LE NOW:

US f ·aookstore & Campus Sho;
UNIVERSITY CENTER

Playwrights To Produce
SumlTler Theatre USF -

Summer ·Theater

To Revive '30s
By DOUG KAYE
Fine Arts Editor
Movies just ain't what they
used to be, and Theatre USF
has set about to prove •it. The
annual summer repertory will
this year glorify (or spoof,
what have youf the motion
picture circa 1930. The name
this ambitious project goes by
is Cinema Summer. The Theatre's Main Stage
will be transfor:med into the
Bijou Theatre, alternating
three different ptoductions .
nightly.
Opening the season on July
21 is "Little Mary Sunshine,"
which, though written quite
recently by Rick Besoyan, is
i ntentionally remini~cent of
the old Nelson Eddy-Jeanette .
McDonald movies. L i t t 1 e
Mary "Looks for a Sky of
Blue" (one of the songs) while
suffering the trials and tribulations that befall her as she
manages the Colorado Inn.
BESIEGED BY FINISHING school girls, Forest Rangers,
and Indians, i,he smiles blithely through adversity.
The production is directed
by Dr. · Alfred Golding, as-

FREE

sisted by Richard F. Jones,
with Mike Soluri and Dee
, Camp ·as stage manager and
assistant. Nancy Wetmore is
choreographer, and Spencer
Lockwood will conduct the orchestra.
The next evening will feature "Merton of the Movies"
by George S. Kaufman and
Marc Connelly. Kaufman is
known for his many comedies
in collaboration ,vith Connelly
and Moss Hart, and irf "Merton," he and Connelly present
the hardships of .a young
eager movie fanatic who goes
to Hollywood . to be in films
with his dream, Beaulah Baxter, "the wonder woman of
the silver screen!"
CARL WILLIA'MS Directs "Merton," with A. Joseph Argenio as his assistant
director. George M. Gould is
stage manager, with Sherrie
Ahlin as his assistant.
The third night of the bloc
is " Family Night at the
Bijou" which is a conglomeration of talent and entertainment provided by those in the
repertory company. Frank
Morse is in charge, assisted
by, Aleida Chumley, and is
planning to emulate the
super-extravagance of the old
Roxy Theatre in New York,
with singing ushers, free dishes, gorgeous ' showgirls, glamorous everything, and perhaps
even a movie.

· Repertory is based on the
idea that one person can appear in more than one of the
shows, which alternate with
each other in nightly rotation,
and Cinema Summer is no exception. .
THE ACTING COMPANY,
which began rehearsals last
Sunday, includes such luminaries as Terry Beaver, Bob
Envin, Doug Kaye, Suzanne
Lunny, Greg Mussellman,
.John Ryan, Rich Sharkey,
Alvis Sherouse, Martha Tiller,
Bunny, Town, Ed Wolf, and
Elizabeth Wrancher.
The shows this summer will
be designed by studen,ts. Rick
Talcott will design the set
with George Gould designing
lights for "Little Mary Sunshine," Alice O'Leary and
Rich Sharkey will design sets
and lights respectively for
"Merton of the Movies," and
Alvis Sherouse will be on sets
and Mike Soluri on lights for
designing "Family Night at
the Bijou." Ruth . Meadows
Rosales will be technical director for all three shows,
with assistance from Eldon
Mecham, regular tech director.
Cinema Summer will run
f~om July 21 to A~g. ~ with
the Playwrights' Showcase
each Sunday. Tickets will be
available through the Theatre
Box Office.
'

SOAP
to
USF
Students
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.

At

KOIN-..
KLEEN_.
LAUNDROMAT

USF Photo

Writers' Cooference Held
Dr. Hans Juergensen (far right) professor of humanities, attended the 9th Annual Deep South Writ.ers' and Artists' Conference at the University of ~utbern Louisiana (USL) June
6 9. The conference was sponsored by the National League of
Aµierican Pen Women in cooperation with USL. Other attending authors were. (Jett to right) C. PauJ Jackson, Dr. Lena. deGruipmoitd and p SL President, Dr. Clyde L. Rougeou.

SHOPPING

CENTER
OPEN 5:30 A.M.10:30 P.M.

GOLD·EN·GATE Theatre USF
Gives Aw-ards
SPEE·D WAY
I

The works of two student
playwrights will be· produced
this summer by Theatre USF.
Three plays - "The Image of
Forrest" and "The Waiting
Room" by John M. Chamberlin IV and "One for the
Price of Four" by Don Moyer
- will be presented in the
Centre Stage during the run of
the theatre's annual Repertory Festival.
Originally conceived .as the
Playwrights' Showcas~, the
plays will be grouped/ under
the overall title, "Prisms."
Saul · Zachary, playwrightin-residence; will direct them.

'

STOCK CAR 'RACES
located On E. Fowler•½ Mi. W. of U.S. 301.
A Hop and Skjp From the University

EVERY FRIDAy ·AND
SATURDAY AT 8:30 P.M.
l

FRIDAY: LATE MODELS & TORNADO
SATURDAY: $PRIN TS, ·EARLY MODELS,
BOMBERS
1

Golden Gate Speedway

ADULTS 2.00 CHILDREN ~ 12 YRS. 50c

Theatre USF held its end of
Uie year banquet last Wednesday at Carmine's Restaurant.
For the first time since these
affairs started, sponsored by
the Bay Players, awards
which had been v9ted on by
theatre students were presented.
Among the recipients were
Terry Beaver for Outstanding
Actor, Martha Tiller for Outstanding A c t r e s s, Greg
Musselman for Best Supporting Actor, Bunny Town for
Best Supporting A c t r e s s,
FratJklin Morse for Outstanding Director ("Subject Was
Roses"), and Alice O'Leary
f o r Outstanding Designer
("Andrades and the Lion" ).
Doug Kaye received the fac. ulty-elected award of Outstandirfg Theatre Student of
the Year.

ons~ of
~andwieh
Giant Hamburger (6 o z.) •.•SO
F ried F ish Filet .......: •..•... .45
Ham & Swiss Cheese ••.•...••50
Roast Beef •..............., ...•.• .65
Kosher C~rned Beef •.•.•..•.75
Sliced T urke y ••....•..•..••.... 60
Large Submarine .....••.•..• .65
Italian Sausage............... .65
Big St. John •.................. .S.5
Baked Ham ................ .... .50
Roast Pork ..................... .~s
Kosher Pastrami •..•.•....••• . 55
Sliced Chicken •.........•.... .60
Tampa's Best Cuban Mi><ed.55

1. 10124 FLORJ01t AVE. •
2, 10200\ • 30th STREET 3. 909 WEST KENNEDY
BOULEVARD

t

935 - 3965

2

9 35 - 8204

3.

254-7461

BOXES

Fried Ch icken ...•.................. 1.00
Fried Jumbo Shrimp .•••............• 1.00
1/2

TAMPA. FLORIDA

Italian Spag hetti w ith Meat Sauce..50¢ & 75¢
Bar B-Q Chicken ........................ 1.00

Room"

Allen Jones: English Concept

Jones Sees
Allen Jones was USF's artis_t-in-residence and visiting
professor for the Art Department for Quarter III.
J.ones is a painter in oil,
printmaker and -lithographer.
He serves as a visiting tutor
at Chelsea School of Art.

JONES COMMENTED on
his teaching experiences in an
· interview shortly before leaving USF for New York and
then London.
"The percentage of talent
one finds among students in
schools appears to be the
same all over the world," he
said.
He also described his teaching. experiences as "fantastically frustrating" due to the
short time available for interaction between students
and professors.
Another comparison Jones
touched on was facilities
available tq students.
"Any student in Great Brit-

ain can hitch-hike to London,"
he explained. An important
fact, in that students · can
watch an artist at work and
follow him through the entire
process, starting with stretch- ing the canvas and working
on each problem of the concept valization, he said.
Students may also visit any
number of museums to see
the latest concepts and ideas
in art.
"Here . at USF' students
must depend on the knowl~
edge of the faculty and art
magazines for their studi of
art.
·
·
Jones said that this may be
fine for a course such as math
where the dynamics of th~
situation can wait until the
students actually enter their
field.
"However in art Qne must
constantly be aware of the
new fotces and processes", he
said .. " It j4st cannot wait."

Slips From
·ReQlity To Fantasy ·
·_'If .

e

• '

By BOB JEROME
. Correspondent

•;'.

·, To Players

CHAMBERLIN is a graduating playwriting major,
who has appeared in USF productions · of "Ivory Tower,"
· "Paint Your Wagon" and
".i\dventures in the Skin
Trade."
"The Waiting
takes
place in the waiting room of a
mental institution, with a
young patient (played by Ed
Wolf) about to get his release
papers, and a long-tiine in-

According to critic Gene
Shalit of · Look Magazine,
Lindsay .Anderson's "If .. . "
is "a movie so brilliant, so
special that it is dangerous to
write about it . . . I'll be talking about 'if . . .' forever~"
Actually, this British-made
protest drama is more difficult than dangerous to dissect
as it gently slips from reality
to fantasy, and then finally
explodes into a wild, unsettling ending. As to that other,
rather . extravagant claim:
well, they're still talking
about Orson Welles' "Citizen
Kane," so maybe there's a
chance " If . ·. ." will be re•
membered by movie buffs
some years hence.
. At any rate, it is the motion
picture of the moment, fresh
from its triumph at Cannes,
where it was voted the golden
gizmo which goes ·annually to
the best picture competing at
the festival.

NooAan), and bayonetiijg the
obnoxious school chaplain
(Geoffrey Chater) during
ca~t war game exercise. ("I
take this action seriously,"
-the headmaster reprimands
them as he opens · a morguelike drawer and orders the
rebels to shake hands with the
smiling chaplain inside.)

a

THE MOST ATHLETIC , of
the dissenters is paired with a
sympathetic lower form boy
in an oddly touching relationship which operates on the
fine line' between hero worship and love. And the cruel
"punishments" inflicted on
our heroes by the snobbish
"Whips" are detailed by director Anderson in a matterof-fact tone which makes
them all the more disturbing.
Of the large, largely unfamiliar cast, Malcolm McDowell deserves special praise for
his prize performance as the
disgruntled boy who sees revolution as the only solution.
As a cross between Mick
Jagger and Steve McQueen,
he earns the audience's respect despite the nagging feeling his character would probably act with the same sadistic bent if he were a lordly
"Whip.' '

SET IN A s tately English
boarding school, which is all
ivy and oppressive regimentation, ··" If . • . " follows the
.trials and truancies of thrze
teen-age students (Malcolm
McDowell, · Davia- Wood and
Richard Warwick). Labeled
With its s udden show of
"the lunatic fringe," they force in the face of tried and
snicker at their imperious, tired tradition, "If
"
ritualistic instructors, and suf- sh01;1ld speak to a large segfer under the controlled sa- ment of today's young, but its
dism meted out by their di- real strength is evident in the
rect superiors - the student satiric pull of the script by
leaders known as "Whips."
David Sherwin. It. is right on
The road from discipline t9 target with its schoolboy spitarmed rebellion for the trio is balls at the whiskered Estab-.
paved with brief fantasy in- lishment, which makes it -douterludes which find them sam- bly sad the ferocious finish
pling the roadside sexuality of should indict both villains and
a _
wanton
waitress
victims,
alike.
·
_
_ _, _
_ _ _(Christine
_____
___
___,______

1-M Softball Standings
Gold

xl . TEP
xl. Sigma N11
3. Phi Delta T heta
4. ATO
4. SA E
6. Sig Ep
Green

xl . Lambda Chi
2. Della Tau Della
2.

ZBT

4. TKE

4. Kappa Sig
6. Pi Ka ppa Alpha
7. Theta Chi
White ·
Xl . ATO
2.. P hi Della Theta

). Sigma Nu
4. SAE
Alpha

Xl . E W

2. 4 W
3. 3 E
3. 2 W ·
5. 3 W
6. 2 E
2-3 6. 4 E
0-5 Beta ·
S•l Xl. 1 W
4-2 1. 2 W
4-2 xl. 3 E
3. 34. l E
4-1
4-1
3·2
2· 3

3-3

5.

3 W

2-46. 4E

i~ w

H ::
3-0 F. I ·A
I
2·1 xl . PEMII
1-2 2. F 3
0-3 2. Iota
:Z. Eta II
.0 x-League Champion

Sherzer -Inks
Contract With
San Diego

mate (Bob Erwin) w h o
happens to have been there
before him.
" The Image of Forrest" is,
ironically enough (Chamberlin
being a playwright), about a
playwright trying to write his
latest play, assisted by his
Muses. A. Joseph Argenio is
the Author, Jane Banks and
Steve Ivester are the Muses,
and Jan Corns and Terry
Beaver are the characters he
creates.
WJTH CBAI\IBERLIN
writing about a playwright,
it seems logical that Moyer,
who Is~-essentlally an actor.
would write about . an actor.
Moyer should be able to
write adequately about an
actor; he's had quite enough
, experience, being featured in
numerous USF productions including "Candida,'' "Dracula," "Beyond the Horizon,"
" Twelfth Night'' and "A
Funny Thing Happened On
the Way to the Forum," as
well as frequent appearances
at Experiment VI. He also directed " Luv" for his senior
project last year.
In "One For the Price of
Four," the actor in question is
Joey Argenio, who has a
squabble with his artist roommate, Bob Erwin, which in~
valves his friends, Jan Corns,
Pete · Jacobsen, and Doug
Kaye.
"PRISMS" WILL R U N
three Sundays, July 27 and
Aug. 3 and 10, filling in the
"dark nights" of the theatre
repertory, Cinema -Summer.

There will be no charge for
the tickets.
Susan Strandberg will design
the sets for all three plays,
and Rich Sharkey will design
lights. Zachary's assistant direttor · is Doug Kaye, · and
Ruth Meadows Rosales is the
stage manager, assisted by
Ed Wolf and Mike Sullivan.
Sullivan will also handle
music for the production~

Taste

that

beats
the
others

cold!

Honest...to-

Pepsi taste!

PEPSI•
COLA

. Pickup an ,ma arlOII t,ujl

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
Special Bus for USF
SERVICE C'tJSTOMERS

LEAVES for USF
Administra_tion Bldg. at
. 8:15 A.M.
Ret.urn Trip 4:30 P.M.
by a-ppointment 935-1126

MARVIN SHERZER
. . . first professional

OPENING l·N J_ULY

By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Editor

Complete Body and Paint Shop

Marvin Sherzer , USF's talented and recently graduated
baseball pitcher, became the
first Brahman athlete to sign
a a professional contract when
he agreed to terms with the
San Diego Padres last week.
The 2Fyear-old . Sherzer
signed his contract with San
Diego organization, one of the
four new expansion teams iq
the majors, by Padre scout
Leon Hamilton. He will play
in the Pioneer League located
in Salt Lake City.
THE TALL, lanky rightp.ander from Winter Park was the
Brahman's wiiptingest hurler
for the fourth year in a row ln
spite of a losing 5-7 record
this year.
Sherzer w~ a walk - on
athlete as ·a freshman for
Coach Beefy Wright, and he
did not receive a scholarship
until his junior year when he
became the ace of the pitching staff.
·.:

AS A FRESHMAN he had
no record, but he came into
·his-, own the next two years
when he_garn,~red 6-2 and 4-3
campaigns respectively. In
four years he finished with a
15-12 mark.
In 99 'innings pitched" this
year, Sherzer fanned 89 batters, walked only 15, 3.nd finished with a .respectable 2.79
earned run average.
WRIGHT FEELS that Sherzer's cred_entials could ha ve
been better if he.played for a
winning team. ."He ~itched
against the toughest teams we
played," Wright said: " He
had Florida, Florida State,
Miami, Rollins, and Valdosta
beat, but sloppy fielding cost
him those games." All five of
.those teams finished with impressive seasons, with Valdosta winning the regional NAIA
title.
·Sherzer did come ·on strong
to win important games for
the Brahmans. He defeated
Connecticut which reached
. the College World Series ; he
beat High Po1nJ, a -NAIA regional winner, and he beat
Stetson, which was ranked
eighth
at one time
lege division.
· in the col-

Library-Reserve Books
:

.

I

For the month of April two
people checked r eserve b0,9ks
out for 24 hour~; about 200
1.5 for three days and 6,000 . for
15
two hour periods. McNaugh5.2 ton's book on recr.eation was
;.: checked out on reserve by
4-3 about 600 penple for a total of
3-4
seven days each. There! w~s
2~
a total of s1x readers · who
checked out language books
~ on the seven day system. A
1-2 total of 47 students checked
12
• 'out reserve books dvernight:'

t;
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Bir;;::~a;;:;:~d~:~~ Tampa ~

THE
VILLAGE

SHOP

just add ·water
Tiny little top, brief little bottoms
-that's all there is to it ... The
sweetest bikini we've seen in blue,
green or red, printed with pretty
yellow and white fl0wers, by John
Meyer, 6 to 14, $18. Another sunny
summer look .from our Village
Shop, West Shore Plaza, Downtown Tampa, North Gate.
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